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Denver Chapter of the Association for Corporate Growth (ACG) Names Dorothy 
Donnelly as Executive Director.     
 

Denver, CO — JAN 5, 2017 — The board of directors of ACG Denver today announced it had appointed 

Dorothy Donnelly as their Executive Director effective January 3, 2017.  

“Dorothy is clearly the right choice for ACG Denver’s future, and she has the unanimous support of the 

Board of Directors. She has demonstrated immense energy and passion in serving ACG Denver along 

with the intellect, integrity and charisma required for the position. Dorothy stands apart as a leader with 

an extraordinary ability to connect vision, people and ideas to drive strategy and execution”, said Mike 

Hartman, ACG Denver Board President. 

Donnelly has been involved with ACG Denver for more than a decade in various roles, including as past 

Chair of the Rocky Mountain Corporate Growth Conference and as Marketing Chair on its Board of 

Directors from 2010-2012.  As owner of DenMark Communications for the past five years, Donnelly 

provided outsourced association management services for ACG Denver.  She has helped lead and 

execute many of the organization’s strategy shifts and key initiatives. Donnelly has dissolved DenMark 

Communications in order to give ACG Denver her focused and dedicated attention. 

In her role, Donnelly collaborates with the ACG Denver Board to design, develop and implement 

strategic plans for the organization. She is also responsible for the day-to-day operation of the 

organization, including managing committees and staff as well as developing business plans in 

collaboration with the Board. 

ABOUT ACG  

ACG Denver is the premier business association in the Rocky Mountain region that offers access to expert people 

and essential resources that help drive middle market growth. ACG Denver provides a variety of offerings focused 

on mergers and acquisitions, as well as organic growth strategies, for diverse middle-market business leaders who 

face unique challenges regardless of industry. ACG Denver members have proven experience in middle-market 

growth and share creative, breakthrough solutions to problems. 
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